
Balls Race

**About Balls Race**

Balls Race is a high score game in which players have to control a small ball as long as possible

over a race track. In order to get a good score, the player has to avoid many obstacles and prove a

good timing.

Balls Race is all about reaching a high score. You control a small ball over a varied underground

race track, where numerous obstacles will be waiting for you. You always compete against other

balls, which have to be overtaken during the race. If you manage to lead the race and to avoid all

obstacles, a new high score is almost certain. When you leave the race, your starting position

deteriorates automatically. In order that your ball is even faster, you have to drive over special

yellow fields, which are on the racetrack. These give you an extra boost, with which you can easily

pass other balls.

**Balls Race - Features:** 

- Control your ball: In Balls Race you control a small ball. Since this game is a high score game,

your goal is to keep the ball in play for as long as possible. You drive over a varied underground

racetrack with many obstacles. To reach a high score, it is necessary that you dodge all obstacles.

If your ball should get even more speed, you just have to drive over the yellow arrows on the

racetrack. These will give you an extra boost. But watch out: As the game progresses, your ball will

get faster and the obstacles more and more nasty. There are not only obstacles that are firmly

anchored in place, but also obstacles that move over the race track.

- Easy control: The control of Balls Race is very easy and quick to learn. The control of your ball is

done with the help of simple swipe gestures. For example, if you swipe to the right, the ball also

moves to the right. Since you have understood and learned the controls after just a few seconds,

you can start right away.

- Fight for the best possible position: In Balls Race you not only have to score high, but also get the

best possible result. Like in a real race, you do not drive alone on the track. Next to you there are

also more balls on the racetrack. At the beginning you start from the 20th starting position. If you

leave the race, your starting position will deteriorate automatically.

Conclusion: Balls Race is a fast-paced and entertaining high score game that requires good timing

and responsiveness.


